Ford blower

Your Ford Explorer's Aerostar, Ranger, B, Mountaineer, Mountaineer blower motor is a simple
2-wire component that can be easily tested by manually applying battery power and Ground to
it. If your 4. But , the test procedure described here applies to any type of Ford blower motor
that has a two-wire connector. What we'll do, to check to see if the blower motor is fried is to
unplug the blower motor from its connector and manually apply battery power and Ground with
jumper wires or a power probe. By the way, the original blower motor on your 4. Don't worry,
since the only difference will be that one has the plug where the harness connector connects to
right on the body of the motor and the other has the plug on two extended wires. NOTE: If you
use a jumper wire, make your own fused jumper wire to apply battery power to the blower motor
as a safety precaution against shorting the jumper wire to ground. You can make your own
fused jumper wire by using an inline fuse holder that you can buy at your local auto parts store
and insert a 30 amp fuse into it. Connect one end of the fused jumper wire to the blower motor
male spade terminal labeled with the number 1 in the illustration. Connect the other end of the
fused jumper wire to your Ford's car battery positive terminal. Connect one end of a jumper wire
to the blower motor male spade terminal labeled with the number 2. Connect the other end of
the jumper wire to your Ford's battery negative terminal. The blower motor should run as you
soon as you connect the other end of this jumper wire to your vehicle's car battery negative
terminal. Altho' it's beyond the scope of this tutorial to diagnose these components This test
result tells you that the blower motor is bad and needs to be replaced. You can find the blower
motor in any auto parts store. If you're wanting the buy the original Ford Motorcraft blower
motor, you can buy it online for a whole lot cheaper than somewhere local. The following links
will help you comparison shop for the Ford Motorcraft and after-market blower motors:. Don't
worry, once you get to the site they'll make sure it fits by asking you the specifics of your
particular Ford vehicle. If it doesn't fit, they'll find you the right one. You can find a complete list
of 4. But conversely, the dolphins had always believed that they were far more intelligent than
man â€”for precisely the same reasons! As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem! In this tutorial I'll show you how to test it and find out for sure. Contents of
this tutorial:. If this info saved the day, buy me a beer! All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Ford
Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Complete Repair in One
Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your repair with a single
purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands
- DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands and include
hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY
Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. If your
vehicle is Right Hand Drive, please ensure the part is correct for your specific vehicle. For more
information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item
should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of
charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts with electrical
components cannot be returned once installed. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final
shipping costs are available at checkout. Created on: How to repair, install, fix, change or
replace a bad or broken blower motor on 09, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Ford F This item may be
interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is
provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical
to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your
vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your
Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Blower
Motor. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Blower Motor. Add to Cart.
Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery
options in checkout. Brand : HVA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty
This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. How to Replace Blower Motor Ford F
Created on: How to repair, install, fix, change or replace a bad or broken blower motor on 09, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14 Ford F Slide the blower motor into position and line up the mounting bolts Insert
the mounting bolts and tighten them with an 8mm socket Reconnect the electrical connector
Slip the felt panel's bottom slot over the stud underneath the glove compartment Snap the two

felt panel clips into place Line up and insert the glove compartment. Watch video. Check
Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Ford Lincoln. Product Reviews. Perfect Fit. The blower fit my Ford
Expedition perfectly. It provides strong flow just like the OEM blower. Delivery was as expected.
I would recommend. Trouble with this part. This part came quickly looked like the original but
was not well built the electrical plug would not go in well. The prongs were actually pushed into
the motor housing so after installing I no power to the blower. So I had to uninstall and figure
out what actually happened. Had to take the squirl cage off to hold the prongs in while plugging
into the connector got it all back together and installed it now blows but with some clicking
noise. Blower motor works great! Great place to get parts. All items come with really fast
shipping. I have told all my friends about 1aauto and they love this place. Friendly people to
work with when ever my order or i placed tge wrong part. Awesome deal! The blower fan was
cheaper on 1A Auto than anywhere else! Works great like factory! Not a very customer!! I have
ordered from this company for years!!! I needed a heater blower motor for my f I received the
item, installed it and than I started hearing very obsolete noises from the blower motor. I
disassembled it and it looked to me as if the fin part of the blower was rubbing else where on
my truck. So I matched the stock fins with this part and they do not match up for groove specs.
If I could summit photos, I would! That was the same thing with mine! I have the photo to that as
well! Just very disappoi. Blower motor. First one came and it was broken?? Need to work on
that?? Good part?? Thank you. Replacement Fan Motor. Fan was an exact match for the original
and return was very easy. Turned out I didn't need it so it was returned. Price was awesome and
the part fit perfect. My New Favorite Parts Supplier. First time to use this site instead of my
usual discount auto parts supplier. Pros: 1. Correct part was received and appeared to be of
high quality. Part was packaged extremely well. Plenty of bubble protection. Absolutely no
damage to part. Part arrived quicker than expected. Huge Plus. Price was "less" than competitor
I normally use. Big Plus. Cons: My one and only complaint is navigating the website. You really
need to know your keywords or the exact part number. After a little tweaking of keyword I was
able to finally find my part. My prior suppliers website was much easier to navigate, however,
this was just a minor issue. Overall, I was very satisfied with my overall experience using
1A-Auto. Great value, excellent packaging, and most importantly to me was the timely delivery
of my item. Thank You 1A-Auto, you earned this customer. Easy to order, great pricing and
simple and quick returns. Works and fits great. Installed in F with good results. So far, so good.
Only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is it made a 'ticking' sound during the first few hours of
running; seems fine now. Heater Blower for my F Installed it and it runs well, but at times it gets
louder than the other one. Initially it was loud all the time but it has curtailed of late. Nice
Product. This is the perfect replacement part for a Ford Blower. Comes pre balanced. Not easy
to get the back screw out, or back in for that matter. Runs pretty quiet even on high speeds!
Great Quality at a Great Price. This product worked perfectly out of the box. Shipping material is
second to none. The fit and finish is perfect. The products works wonderfully. Thanks for
helping my stay warm just in time for winter! Fit perfectly. Lined up with the mounts and and the
wire harness snapped in as it should. The part says heater blower. Is this just for hot
temperature or will it also cool down the car? Ernny C. This part pushes the hot or cold air into
the cabin. Harley H. Blower motor moves all temperature settings AC or heat. Blows both hot or
cold air. I installed this part on my expedition over a year ago. It's the blower motor, so if you
have your AC on, it will blow cool air, if your heat is on, it will blow warm air. Christa R. Call Now
Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement
auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your
Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your
Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Blower Motor. New Ford
Parts Guaranteed lowest price on eBay. In stock orders ship within 24 hours. Weekend orders
will be processed the next business day. If a part is not in stock and must be ordered from the
manufacturer, it usually takes days to arrive to us and will be promptly shipped to you. Most of
the orders are shipped complete within business days. A few of the parts ordered from the
manufacturer may take up to business days to arrive and will shipped to you immediately.
Depending upon location, ground shipments usually take days. Your order may be shipped
Overnight for an additional cost. Oversized shipments will be additional; you will be contacted
prior to shipping for approval. We cannot guarantee transit times for ground and oversize
orders. Shipping Carrier substitutions may be made at our determination in an attempt to
reduce shipping cost to the customer. We do not ship internationally. In the unlikely event that a
part has been placed on backorder or discontinued, we will do our best to try and find one for

you as quickly as possible. We do not ship COD orders. Contact us to arrange for any returns. A
copy of the invoice will need to be included with the return. Parts must be resaleable and in the
original packaging. We cannot take back used parts. We cannot take back installed or tried
parts. Electrical parts are not returnable. We do reserve the right to refuse and return any parts
we find have been installed, are used or do not meet the above criteria. Return request need to
be within 30 days of receipt. Cancellation Policy An order or a portion of an order may be
cancelled up until the time it is shipped and no longer in our possession. Ford Discount Parts.
Part can be found as 13 in the diagram above. Product Description. E vans. F pick-up. Without
atc. See Terms and Conditions. Thank you for shopping with us. Please find our policies below.
If you have any other questions, please don't hesitate to contact us. Solution by
RevolutionParts, Inc. If you have forgotten your password, enter the Email address you use to
log in, then click the reset button. We will send you and Email with a link and instructions. If you
are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a Ford Performance Account, contact your
adminstrator to have them create an account for you. The Ford Performance TechLine phone
system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or speech-impaired: Please contact the
Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing Nothing increases power on your street Mustang
like a supercharger. Ford Performance kits have thousands of hours on the engine dyno, in
climate controlled temperature and altitude testing, and finally on-road validation and durability.
And Ford Performance Parts Supercharger kits are street-legal and emissions certified. The
results is the most reliable horsepower and torque under the curve and factory-like drivability.
They are the most proven, engineered and reliable kits available. The user name or password
did not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed. Email Address.
Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account. Confirm Email.
Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the following: Uppercase
Letter Lowercase Letter Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password. Create Account
Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your password could
not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New Password. Change
Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Mustang Superchargers - Pure Performance. Pure
Power. Sort By. Date Added. Filter by Category. Engine 1 Packs 1. Try another search, or select
a category. More Information Close. Continue Go Back. Log in or Sign up. Promod blowers?
Straitline New Member. Joined: Oct 10, Messages: 15 Likes Received: 0. I'm looking for opinions
on what is the best nhra promod legal blower. I've been around top alky boats and funnys so I
have experience with screw blowers the only roots experience I have is AA gas Straitline , Mar
24, Mike Canter Top Dragster. Joined: Mar 10, Messages: 4, Likes Received: Mike Canter , Mar
24, Part Two As far as restripping will depend on if you use Prizm Gel spray in your blower or
not and how rough your competition is. I would say every 12 runs would be best. You will have
to watch your boost and see when it falls off. SoDak Active Member. Joined: Dec 29, Messages:
1, Likes Received: 3. SoDak , Mar 24, Probably does because it allows for better sealing inside
the blower so the boost is a little higher. Joined: Oct 24, Messages: Likes Received: 1. Pro Mod
Blower I believe the fast pro mod guys have a very high dollar, very trick blower that you cannot
buy of the shelf. Some start with the M5 and modify it even further. From what I have heard a
trick 5. The blower is where all the power is made in Pro Mod. Joined: Feb 10, Messages: 2,
Likes Received: 6. Hi straightline Iam a dealer for prizm spray.. Dave Lowe. JP Member. Joined:
Oct 8, Messages: Likes Received: 0. I know like 8 or more team are running either troys or
chuck Ford unit which cost in the range What i really would like to know is a true test between a
stock M5 to a really good blower.. JP , Mar 27, Blown Blown Alcohol Dragster. Joined: Aug 21,
Messages: Likes Received: 0. Blown , Mar 28, Joined: Jun 11, Messages: Likes Received: 0.
Coatings We Coated our own roots blowers and that made the best gains. Almost zero rotor
clerance! Changing the top openings only seem to adjust for rotor speed. Also if you work on
them yourself you can run less end frame clearence. Last edited: Mar 28, M Tigges , Mar 28, Like
I said before first you are going to have to decide on how much money you can afford and how
competitive you want to be. The blower, the length of the top opening in the blower, the hat, and
the spacer between the hat and the blower is where the power is. All needs to be matched and
adjusted for max boost. I believe that one pound of boost is equal to HP and I might be a little
conservative in my estimation. Some of these exotic blowers mentioned in previous posts can
only be leased for a race at a time and I believe you would have to have very deep pockets or a
great sponsor to afford the cost of the lease. It is put on for the race then disappears after the
race. I believe that Al Billes was the first one to start doing this and now others have followed.
This is a great way to keep the modifications secret and to keep in business. The billet case
corrects the inaccuracies of the cast case so that the rotors fit better and the clearances are the
same from front to back. It appears from the outside that the Chuck Ford blowers is a billet
Superman or very close to it. If not then somebody correct me. The M4 is fixed on the top. The M

series blowers have a cast case but also can be ordered with billet cases and are yours to keep.
The M series cast cases are very accurate in tolerances from front to back. There are guys that
can modify the Superman to get some more boost BUT by the time you buy the blower and pay
to get it modified you will find that the total cost is the same as buying a new M5 and the M4
would have been a little cheaper and the M series would have still produced more boost. Mike
Canter , Mar 31, Mike I'm surprised to see you write, "I believe that one pound of boost is equal
to HP and I might be a little conservative in my estimation. IE hemi, promod, RPM, 50 lbs boost,
ect. SoDak , Mar 31, Joined: Jun 16, Messages: Likes Received: 1. Last edited: Mar 31, Joined:
Sep 9, Messages: Likes Received: 0. You are saying both Chuck on Troy use Chuck's billet
cases and Troy's rotors? Can you own one of these blowers or are they all leased? We have the
Troy and Chuck blowers amybe in more than one version, the different modified M4 and M5s?
What is Al Billes have for a blower these days? As far as horsepower per one pound of boost
while just laying in the dental chair I realized I had put the one in front of the numbers. I figured
it out to be hp per one pound of boost but it is not linear because of the power required to turn
the blower and the heat generated as you turn them faster. Joined: May 26, Messages: 9 Likes
Received: 0. Joined: May 20, Messages: Likes Received: 5. The M4 does have a removable top
plate to swap for different O. D ratios. I believe M5 allows the whole top to be replaced to
change the location and size of the inlet where as the M4 just allows you to adjust the size of the
inlet. The M5 also allows you to change the bottom and the outlet. Joined: Jul 1, Messages:
Likes Received: 1. He thinks it is too flimsy, He claims there M5 has a lot of rotor and case rub
and it wears the striping out too quickly. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Navigation Pit Buzz. Noonan Classifieds. Wanted For Hire.
Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Aussiespeed offer one of the most extensive range of
supercharger kits to suit inline engines. Aussiespeed super charged Holden 6. Dave sent us a
short video of his EH ute fitted with components from Short video of Six Shooter fire up, this
was one of the first few fire ups, quick fuel blower carb straight out the box, minimal timing. Pre
dyno tune. Dave's Six Shooters first time out with its new engine Combo, Holden fitted with ci
Aussiespeed Performance Products Supercharger kit, evil stick blower cam, big bore headers
and Quick Fuel Technology carb, has run 7. Our range will allow you to build that car you have
always wanted, we can supply from a single component to a complete polished bolt on
supercharger kit. We are currently developing more kits and components to fit awide range of
supercharger kits and components to fit many kinds of engines. Aussiespeed Street and Racing
Products offer one of the most diverse ranges or performance parts available. From single
cylinder small 4 stroke engines through to big cubic inch American V8 engines. We hope that
The Aussiespe
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timing belt replacement guide
ed street supercharging website gives you the information and that our products are suitable
for your conversion. The Aussiespeed Street Supercharging website is being updated and more
information and products are being added regularly. Aussiespeed ship worldwide our entire
range of products. Our range of inline 6 cylinder speed equipment is used on street cars and
race cars around the world. Aussiespeed offer a range of components that allow you to make
and build your own supercharger kit as well as partial kits to complete bolt on supercharger
kits. Aussiespeed also offer a range of big bore extractors for inline 6 cylinder engines suitable
for forced induction engines. Aussiespeed Street Supercharging have a focus on making super
charging your engine affordable, Aussiespeed continually are developing new products to make
the conversion easier when it comes to supercharger fitment. Aussiespeed super charged
Holden 6 Dave sent us a short video of his EH ute fitted with components from

